ALAN MILLS' LP RECORDINGS

FOLKWAYS - 10"

FW-6929 - French Canadian Folk Songs
FW-6831 - Folk Songs of Newfoundland
FW-6918 - Duets of French Canada (with Hélène Baillargeon)
FW-6923 - Songs of Acadia (with Hélène Baillargeon)
FC-7208 - French Songs for Children
FC-7018 - " " (in English)
FC-7009 - More Songs To Grow On
FC-7021 - Animal Songs (Vol.1)
FC-7022 - " " (Vol.2)
FOLKWAYS - 12"

*FA-2312 - Songs of the Sea
*FW-3001 - O Canada - A History in Song
*FC-7719 - 20 - 21 - 22 - Chantons en Français
   (Four Volumes, with Hélène Baillargeon)
FC-7750 - Christmas Songs of Many Lands (Sung in English)
FW-3000 - Canada's Story in Song (2 Vols.)
FW-8744 - Songs of the Maritimes
FW-8771 - Favorite Songs of Newfoundland
FG-3532 - Songs and Fiddle Tunes of Canada (with Jean Carignan)
FW-8711 - Jewish Songs (with Raasche)

DOMINION RECORDS - 12"

LP-1221 - Chantons un peu (with Hélène Baillargeon)

N.B. - * Asterisk indicates albums selected by New York Herald-Tribune among "Best 100 Records of Year".